I. Introduction
Porous media are encountered in a wide variety of applications (geology, aerospace, biomass, separation process). In the framework of aerospace structures cooling, ceramic matrix composite materials are used to sustain the large heat load due to combustion [1] [2] [3] [4] . Active transpiration cooling enables the internal cooling of the structures by convection between the filtrating fluid and the solid [5] [6] [7] . In case of using hydrocarbon fuel as a coolant, these heat and mass transfers imply also chemical reactions due to the fuel pyrolysis [8] . Fluid such as methane are generally considered for rocket engines application [9] . Multi-species flow is obtained and multi-phase flow can even be generated due to the formation of light species and heavy ones (up to solid coke particles). The presence of solid carbon deposit inside the porosity of the solid modifies its permeability [8] . Similarly ablation involves chemical reactions with surface effect, radiation and fluid flow in porosity caused by the formation of permeable char [10, 11] . The coal pyrolysis is driven by the same phenomena [12] .
The understanding of the multiphysics' coupling is necessary in order to predict the efficiency of the cooling technique. The micro-scale of the pores in permeable materials makes this work challenging. The characteristic timescales and length scales of the involved phenomena differ strongly. Either experimental or numerical studies are possible to investigate separately the fluid flow, the heat transfer and the chemistry aspects. Nevertheless experimentally investigating the coupling of these three aspects is quite complex. The formation of pyrolysis products inside the porous medium is both dependent on temporal and spatial dwelling. The residence time is different for each species (due to multi-component diffusion) [13] while the thermal and hydraulic gradients depend on microscopic considerations such as fibers' layer, heterogeneity of the material, tortuosity, permeability [14] . The coke formation impacts the permeability, and hence also the fluid flow and the associated heat transfer [15] . Moreover, catalycity might be another phenomenon to be considered depending on the solid material composition [16] . Consequently, to help analysing the experimental results a numerical approach is proposed in this work obtained previously with a specific bench of heavy hydrocarbons pyrolysis within porous media [8] .
A brief overview of existing studies from open literature is proposed to clearly state what is currently achieved in the framework of porous reacting flow simulation. Numerical modelling of pyrolysis in permeable structure is found to be taken into account by either a one-step Arrhenius law or with semi-detailed kinetic [17] . The work of Ratte et al. is interesting despite it is not specifically dedicated to porous materials because they investigate numerically the chemical composition profile in a wood particle [18] . Their chemistry description is limited (about 10 species) but it simulates the spatial profiles of coupled thermal and chemical parameters. Another modelling of reacting system with explicit simulation of the porous zone is proposed by Margolis and Telengator [19] . Despite they do not consider the chemical reaction pathway, their description enables investigating closely the effect of the pressure in case of exothermic degradation within the energetic materials. The work of Ravi et al. [20] is similar in terms of modelling despite the applications differ. A single chemical reaction (data derived from ThermoGravimetry measures) is considered and the void fraction produced during the degradation is modelled. This enables considering the thermal and fluid coupling. The thermal properties of the solid vary with the modification of the porosity, which is related to the variation of the chemical composition (char and void content). Through these three studies [18] [19] [20] , 3/14 it is seen that the modelling either focuses on the porous flow or on the chemistry but rarely on both key points, or only with simple kinetic schemes.
Concerning the porous zone, its modelling is still not obvious (internal 3-D heterogeneous geometry, radiation, physical properties, fluid-solid interactions). Jaojaruek and Kumar [21] consider the porous media with constant average properties in equilibrium with the fluid phase. The material is assumed to be a grey body. A permanent regime is considered and a single Arrhenius law is used for solving the chemistry. Their code allows the modelling of gasification process involving the conversion of hydrocarbon fuels. Similarly for wood thermal degradation, Sand et al. [22] use Navier-Stokes equations and energy balance to compute the porous flow. The permeability varies with the solid conversion rate and a mixed series-and-parallel law takes the different constituents into account. A twosteps mechanism with the formation of six solid, liquid and gas species is used. The radiation is determined globally for a grey body. The emissivity varies with the production of char. Some experiments are performed to validate this code. The thermal and catalytic cracking of hydrocarbon feedstocks also conduct to study the formation of light hydrocarbons in porous catalytic materials [23] . The numerical work of Mesalhy et al. [24] explicitly considers the Darcy's and Forchheimer's terms for the fluid flow permeation. The thermal and porosity properties of the solid are observed with respect to their effects on the change of phase of the inner fluid. Non-equilibrium conditions between solid and liquid are used, which is not so common in open literature. In these works [21] [22] [23] [24] , neither turbulence model nor highly detailed mechanism is used.
Numerous papers can be found on the theory of fluid filtration within porous media [25] . The different analytical laws describing the fluid flow are now well-known [26] . Analytical equations for transport equations of species in porous media are also found in studies related to permeation through membranes for separation process [27] . These equations are simpler than those which are necessary to describe multi-species reacting flow. Some analytical work can be mentioned considering the non-equilibrium thermal flow within porous media [28] [29] [30] .
In addition to pyrolysis processes, combustion is also observed in porous media with an increased efficiency as the solid heat conditions enhance the heat transfer from the burned gases to the fresh gases. In case of solid fuel, its porosity plays a role on the combustion efficiency [31] . The combustion studies within energetic porous materials are of interest for solid propulsion and explosives applications [32] . Reactive flow permeation can even be found under detonation regime, which shows the wide diversity of studies related to porous media. Al-Hamamre et al. [33] present an experimental work with some numerical results to investigate the combustion of gases (CH 4 and CO 2 mainly) resulting from waste recycling. The detailed chemistry is split between heat and mass transfers which are solved separately. The 3-D code solving the fluid flow in the porous media considers homogeneous properties of the porous solid with the inner fluid.
The modelling of porous flow also refers to the solid itself. A large part of studies related to carbon based porous materials is related to the production of carbon films for their adsorbent and catalyst characteristics. Experiments on their pyrolysis enable studying the associated changes of porosity [34, 35] . The determination of the pore size is conducted either by visualisations or by permeation method [36] . The experiments are generally conducted under steady-state conditions but some transient works also exist [37] . The oxidative pyrolysis is also investigated to determine the formation of pores (void fractions and pore diameter distribution) in the solid phase due to the heating and chemical reactions (function of the conversion rate) [38, 39] . The pores' size and distribution in case of coal pyrolysis at 1023 K has been experimentally investigated by Yardim et al. in presence of water [40] . The repartition of solid, liquid and gas products has been observed. Takeichi et al. [41] propose SEM images of the porous carbon materials in case of pyrolysis of raw organic material up to 1173 K. The pore size distribution is driven by the initial composition of the material. The synthesis of carbon hollow spheres and tubes is also obtained by hydrocarbon raw material pyrolysis [42, 43] . All of these works are related to the degradation of the porous material itself while no such a solid pyrolysis is expected in the present work. Nevertheless, these references are interesting because they show the link between porosity and chemistry in case of degradation. It has been shown in previous work that the permeability should also change in case of hydrocarbon pyrolysis within porous material because of coke formation [8] . It is thus clear that the coupling between porous material and porosity changes are mainly studied by experiments when coupled to chemistry. Very few works are dedicated to the simulation of hydrocarbon pyrolysis without direct porosity modification (i.e. in case of solid degradation). In case of fuel degradation, the formation of coke modifies the permeability but this is quite indirect. It depends on the fluid flow and on the size of the particles.
It can be concluded from this literature survey that the numerical simulation involving chemistry, porous material and heat and mass transfers are quite rare. Only few consider explicitly the radiation through global law and none of them investigate the multi-species flow. The physical properties are generally computed as average values for the porous zone between the solid and fluid data. The microscopic description of the through flow is rarely encountered in case of reactive flow.
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The present study aims at proposing a numerical simulation of an experimental bench made for fuel pyrolysis [8] . To ensure the reliability of this simulation, numerous verifications and validations are performed since the modelling of reactive fluid flow in porous media is still scarce in the open literature. Using semi-detailed kinetic mechanism is required to propose a fine description of the chemical process. The maximum size of the kinetic scheme compatible with Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code is investigated. This simulation is then used for comparison to improve the analysis and the understanding of the experimental results.
II. Description of the test cell geometry and of the numerical code
A steady-state and axisymmetric simulation is proposed using the commercial CFD code, Ansys/Fluent, to support the experiments performed previously [8, 45] . The experimental apparatus to be simulated is referred in the following as the "test cell". Large details on the numerical methods are given in the present section since this is as much important as the results themselves to ensure their consistency.
A. Design of the test cell and boundary conditions
The test cell [44] , made of stainless steel, is composed of a pipe of 5 mm diameter where the fluid is injected, of a central body (36 mm long and 16 mm of inner diameter) and of an exit pipe, which is identical to the inlet one ( Figure 1 ). The porous sample is located slightly offset from the centreline of the cell. It has a radius of 15 mm and a thickness of 3 mm. For the present work, a non-reacting and non-catalytic medium made of stainless steel is selected (the so-called SS3 sample with porosity of 30.4 %, grain diameter of 14.1 m and pore diameter of 4.1 m) [44] . The grid consists in 14,242 structured mesh cells with typical characteristic size of 0.2 mm, distributed uniformly along the test cell. The reference position along the longitudinal axis is taken at the inlet of the porous zone and the one along the radial axis is on the symmetry line ( Figure 1 ). The x-axis is oriented from the left to the right and the y-axis from the bottom to the top. Some elements of the real test cell (like the sensors, the drilling and the threading) have not been modelled to simplify the numerical case. These elements are supposed to have a negligible impact on the turbulence development and thus on the heat transfers.
The boundary conditions are the one of the experimental cases to be simulated. The walls temperature is constant and it is the one experimentally measured for stabilized conditions. The inlet fluid presents the same temperature because of a pre-heating zone in the experiments [8] . The downstream pressure is adjusted to get the experimentally measured one at the inlet of the system. The mass flow rate is imposed at the inlet. Two fluids (nitrogen and dodecane) and several operating conditions have been tested. Dodecane has been preferred for comparisons purpose but methane should be considered in latter steps. The tests cases with nitrogen were formerly compared to the experimental work (Figure 2 ) to define the best computing methods for the inert gas flow (work of Fedioun et al. since 2008 [46] [47] [48] ). The results corresponding to the hydrocarbon only are presented in this paper to specifically focus on reactive flow, which is the aim of the present work. 
B. Numerical modelling and assumptions
The porous zone is treated as a fluid zone where the pressure drop is simulated by adding a sink term S i (Eq. 1) in the momentum equation (Eq. 2). S i is defined as the sum of viscous loss term (the Darcy's term, the first one on the right hand side of Eq. 1) and of the inertial loss term (the second one on the right-hand side of Eq. 1). The permeability and the inertial resistance values of the SS3 porous sample are taken directly from the experimental results (α = 2.061·10 -13 m 2 and C 2 = 4,924,000 m -1
) [44] . The modified governing equations for a single phase flow are given by Eq.2, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4.
In this paper, the fuel physical properties are determined as a function of temperature during the simulation. Concerning the computations of real fluid properties, the modified Redlich-Kwong equation developed by Aungier was chosen [48] . It is specifically developed for solving supercritical flows. It requires knowing the species critical properties such as the critical temperature, pressure and volume and the acentric factor. The mixture critical properties are evaluated by Aungier-Redlich-Kwong mixture law. This cubic law takes into account the reduction in pressure due to the intermolecular attractive forces and the lower available volume due to the repulsive forces considering also that each particle occupies its own volume.
In the porous zone, the physical properties are obtained combining properly the fluid characteristics with the solid ones. For example, by default, eff k is the thermal conductivity of the binary system fluid plus solid evaluated with a parallel law (Eq. 5). The thermal conductivity of the SS3 material is calculated as a function of the temperature with an averaged method between the Parallel and the Maxwell Upper Limit methods (k SS3 = -1.1873·10 -5 ·T 2 + 2.6261·10 -2 ·T + 6.7647) [45] . The radiative contributions are not considered due to the low thermal gradients which are typically found in pyrolysis processes (in opposite to combustion cases). In addition, using radiation is difficult because of a numerical code limitation which models the porous zone as a fluid zone. Some computations were conducted by considering the radiation but no visible discrepancies have been observed. For this reason, no radiation is explicitly considered in the present work.
Several tests have been performed to choose the best computing options. A pressure based solver is employed and the gradients are solved with a Least Squares Cell based method. A 2 nd order scheme is used for the momentum and the energy equations. When ambient temperature tests are simulated with dodecane, incompressible fluid hypothesis is preferred. When reactive dodecane flow is considered (roughly for temperature higher than 800 K), the species transport equations are added to the Navier-Stokes equations system (Eq. 2 to Eq. 4) and the case is slightly simplified switching from second to first order scheme. In this case, the transport mass balance is computed for all the species except for the major one to ensure a mass fraction sum equal to unity. The low mass flow rate ensures that the turbulence effects are negligible in the entire domain and low total pressure drop due to the dissipative effect at the wall. For this reason, the turbulence model is turned off and the wall friction is set to zero in this case.
All of the numerical test cases to be considered in this work correspond to laminar flows. Anyway, it is possible to include the small turbulence effect within the cell in order to obtain a more realistic solution and to consider the flow through the porous media as laminar. That means that the turbulence at the inlet of the SS3 sample will be transported downstream and its effect on the mixing and on the momentum will be ignored. The assumption, in considering the flow as laminar in the porous medium, has been verified as follows. Analytically, by reversing the Forchheimer's equation and by imposing the pressure drop obtained numerically, it is possible to calculate an equivalent velocity. For a nitrogen case with the highest mass flow rate value which has been simulated (pressure drop of 2.5 MPa and mass flow rate of 3.98 g.s ). For this equivalent velocity of 0.63 m.s -1 , the Reynolds number based on the pore diameter is Re dp = 3.63 and the one based on the grain diameter is Re dg = 12.49. The first value suggests that the flow inside the porous medium is laminar while the second one is slightly over the limit given by Sobieski and Trykosko for such a flow [49] . Indeed, they found that the ranges of validity for the Darcy's law is for a Reynolds number from 10 -5 to 10, the Forchheimer's range is from 10 to 80 and the Brinkman's equation (Eq. 6) is valid over 120. As a consequence, the flow is laminar in all the cases presented in this work. This is also probably valid for the above nitrogen case (Re dg = 12.49) because the limit at Re = 10 is not so accurate. The definition of the Reynolds number (either a function of pore or grain diameters) is even questionable.
In case of reactive flow, a semi-detailed kinetic mechanism can be used. The one proposed by You et al. [50] is considered (56 species and 289 reactions). It has been manually reduced by the present authors to get different size mechanisms. First, a very simple scheme has been tested (Eq. 7 and Eq. 8). It involves four species (dodecane, ethylene, propyl and butyl) and two reactions. Other mechanisms have also been generated and tested. Among them, one with 15 species and 20 reactions will be presented in the results (section III).
C 12 H 26 => 3 C 2 H 4 +2 C 3 H 7 (7)
The In-Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) method has been used for some reactive cases. It consists in tabulating the chemistry after having construct data tables during the simulation by using the detailed kinetic mechanism. The fundamental principle of the algorithm is to avoid the direct integration over time of the chemical source terms (one for each species) in updating the new species mass fractions. Indeed, it is possible to cover all the realizable initial states and time steps, saving these in tables and solving the chemistry by "look-up tables". Creating the tables a priori including also none encountered states is a waste of time and for this reason the tables must be built during the simulation (in-situ), based on realistic states. More details can be found in [51] on the ISAT theory. When not mentioned in the paper, the tolerance for the ISAT convergence is 10 -6 to compute the residuals. More generally, all the residuals are below 10 -5 in order to ensure the right convergence of mass, momentum and energy. The authors noted during their work that the pressure based solver shows a faster convergence than the density based one, when ISAT algorithm is turned on.
The multi-species diffusion has been considered in the numerical simulation. The effects of the enthalpy transport due to the species diffusion are taken into account adding the following term in the energy equation: 
III. Parametric study on the modelling options of the numerical code
The aim of this work is to investigate the effects of several parameters on the numerical results to determine the best way to simulate the complex multiphysics compressible unsteady reactive process. Two velocity models are considered as well as the species diffusion, the In-Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) parameters, the kinetic scheme and the perfect or real fluid behaviours. . Crossing the porous zone, it undergoes a pressure drop of about 7600 Pa (Figure 3a) . The high viscosity of the fluid (µ = 0.0014 Pa·s at the inlet) bounds the recirculation zone close to the upstream step and it nearly forms a uniform flow at the porous medium inlet. Observing the contour of axial velocity in Figure 3b , no velocity variation within the porous medium appears. It is due to the superficial velocity model used in the numerical code. The superficial velocity is defined as the ratio between the volume flow rate [m 3 /s] and the geometrical cross section [m 2 ]. This value is constant from the inlet to the outlet. The pressure drop and its impact on the density are not considered. The porosity is not used in the transport equations, which means that the cells of the porous medium are considered to be entirely open. As a consequence, this model cannot predict the increase in velocity due to reduced cross section. For this reason, this model is judged to be not adapted despite it is interesting for computation time and stability reasons. The velocity gradients inside the porous medium should not be neglected because they become important when chemical reactions occur. Thus, the physical velocity model is tested. The effective cross section is about 65 mm 2 when considering the porosity value (instead of 201 mm 2 which is the real cross section exposed to the flow). Thus, the axial velocity increases by 233 % along the axis of symmetry from 0.37 mm.s -1 to 1.24 mm.s -1 (Figure 4a , for non-reactive isothermal dodecane at 300 K). This sudden jump of velocity at the porous medium inlet is due to the mass conservation. The reduction in cross section at the interface fluid-porous zone (upstream side) imposes that the product ρU x increases for the conservation of mass flow (A eff < A exp ). Since the density is set constant, the flow speed increases and it remains constant along each streamline. At the outlet, the opposite of the inlet appears (sudden decrease of the fluid speed). By calculating varying density, the 8/14 effect of the pressure, which decreases through the permeable sample, could have been seen. This would correspond to a velocity increase. Considering the velocity change in the porous zone modifies the Reynolds number (Re dp = 2.78.10 -3 for the physical model) and moreover the residence time (t r_phy = 2.42 s instead of t r_sup = 8.27 s). This is of major importance because the residence time directly impacts the heat transfers between the porous solid and the fluid. As a consequence, it plays a role on the pyrolysis process. For this reason, the way the fluid filtrates through the porous zone needed to be investigated.
Reactive fuel at temperature over the pyrolysis one
In case of hot flow (inlet fluid: 3.5 MPa and 1200 K; walls: 1230 K; 2 reactions scheme), the velocity increases through the porous zone due to the heating process (decrease of the density) (Figure 4b ). This trend is less visible for the superficial model than for the physical one. The rise is reinforced for the physical model because of the pressure drop effect on the density (due to pyrolysis). In addition, the fluid flow model in the porous zone has a major impact on the chemistry. To investigate this point, the species mass fractions have been averaged for each x-position over the entire y-position and the difference of values between both cases is observed (Figure 5a) . At the test cell outlet, the superficial model presents a higher pyrolysis rate than the physical one because the remaining mass fraction of dodecane is lower (Figure 5b ). This is attributed to a longer residence time of the fluid in the porous medium with the superficial model as presented in previous section. Nevertheless, the differences remain quite small. a) b) Figure 5 . Spatial difference of averaged species mass fraction, along y-axis for each x-position, between the physical model and the superficial one (a) and dodecane mass fraction along the x-axis for the two velocity formulations (b).
B. Effect of the chemical reactions on the heat and mass transfers
To identify the effect of the chemistry (fuel cracking), a similar computation to the one above at high temperature (1200 K) is achieved by turning the chemical reactions off in the porous zone. The thermal effect is investigated (without chemistry). Along the porous medium in the x-direction, the axial velocity clearly increases when the chemical reactions are solved (Figure 6a ). This is due to the decrease of the molecular weight during the pyrolysis process. The fluid constant (r=R/M) increases resulting into an expansion of the flow. Because of the boundary conditions, the outlet pressure in both reacting and none reacting cases are similar but the inlet one slightly differs (Figure 6b ). It is higher for the reactive case than for the other one, which is in agreement with the higher fluid velocity. At the porous zone inlet, a temperature rise is observed (Figure 6c ). This is due to the conductive heat transfer between the porous medium and the fluid. The high thermal conductivity of the solid enhances the conductive heat transfer and the temperature increases of about 50 K in less than 0.1 mm for the case without reactions. Then, it continues to increase along the SS3 material (22 K more over the 3 mm). Around x = 3 mm, close to the outlet of the porous zone, the temperature decreases sharply because a part of this accumulated heat is transferred to the downstream system. By comparing both test cases, the heat transfers are clearly impacted by the chemistry. The temperature gradient between points 0 mm and 3 mm is divided by a factor 2 when considering the chemistry (34 K for the reactive case and 72 K for the inert one). Due to the endothermic effect of the pyrolysis, the inlet temperature rise is the lowest for the reactive case, only 20 K instead of 50 K (Figure 6c ). The maximum fluid temperature reached in the reactive case is 1002 K (starting from 968 K at the inlet) instead of 1078 K for the inert case (starting from 1006 K at the inlet). The combined effect on the density decrease of the thermal heating of the fluid and of the pressure drop is different between both cases (Figure 6d ). For the reactive case, the chemistry tends to smooth the sharp gradients observed at the porous zone inlet because of the difference in terms of cross section. For the inert case, the density is almost constant around 30 kg.m -3 ; which shows that the slight pressure drop (around 7000 Pa) has a minor impact on the density. A similar conclusion for the thermal effect on the density can be proposed. As a consequence, the density changes in the porous zone are mainly due to the chemistry since the reacting case presents much density variations. This imposes to investigate the way the multi-species flow is treated. The computation method of the density will be investigated in section III.E.
C. Tabulation of the chemistry during kinetic computations
The stiff problems are characterized by different chemical timescales. The ISAT algorithm offers a faster convergence but the accuracy of the results strictly depends on the configuration parameters (table size, number of trees and tolerance). The first two parameters mainly affect the time required by the solver to build the tables. Therefore a sensitivity analysis has been performed on the ISAT error tolerance. As an example, the results of two calculations with 10 -4 and 10 -5 tolerances have been compared and the resulting differences in terms of species mass fraction are presented in Figure 7a ,b. Although all residuals are converged, the reduction of the ISAT tolerance from 10 -4 to 10 -5 causes some changes in the species mass fraction to the third decimal. This may be considered as negligible but when using more complex kinetic schemes, this difference could be of importance. Indeed, some important radicals are formed with much lower amount (generally less than 10 -3
). The higher discrepancies are found for the dodecane in the porous zone (up to 0.009 in terms of mass fraction) (Figure 7a ). The differences become less significant when reducing further the ISAT value to 10 -6 (Figure 7c,d) . When decreasing the tolerance by one order of magnitude (10 -5 to 10 -6 ), the difference is divided by a factor 4. As a consequence, this process should be repeated until the species variation is lower than a fixed limit. However, a lower tolerance requires a higher computation cost and a compromise between speed and accuracy should be found. For the simplest kinetic scheme (4 species and 2 reactions), the ISAT tolerance of 10 -5 is judged to be acceptable while a tolerance of 10 -6 is preferred for the more detailed schemes, where some fluctuations of species could appear for coarse tolerances. The ISAT tolerance also impacts the heat and mass transfers. As an example, a discrepancy of 10 % is found between two cases on the fluid temperature in the recirculation zone, before the porous zone inlet. Indeed, a temperature around 940 K is calculated for a tolerance of 10 -4 and it is about 1040 K for a tolerance of 10 -6 .
D. Effect of the multi-component diffusion
To evaluate the contribution of multi-component diffusion in the coupling between chemistry and mass transfer, a more complex chemical kinetic mechanism has been used (15 species and 20 reactions). It includes lighter species such as radicals H and CH 3 . This mechanism is a simplified version of the mechanism developed by You et al. [50] . A maximum around hundred reactions was found by the authors to run the numerical simulation within a reasonable time (less than one month for steady-state calculation) with a desktop computer (8 cores). Using a 20 reactions scheme enables faster computations. Two computations have been done with and without diffusion. The effect of the diffusion is observed on dodecane and on hydrogen (Figure 8 ). For a number of y-positions, the x-axis evolutions of the mass fractions are slightly shifted downstream when considering the diffusion. As a consequence, the pyrolysis process is slightly delayed due to the faster diffusion of light species such as the radicals. The explanation is the following. Upstream to the porous medium, the thermal gradient along the x-coordinate is negative. This means that when radical species are produced their axial diffusion velocity increases due to the Soret effect. Consequently, the reaction zone slightly shifts downstream despite the effect of the diffusion is clearly less than the other heat and mass transfer effects. This result is still interesting because in other reactive process like combustion system, the temperature gradients between hot products and cold reactants are so high that the hot species upstream diffusion ( 0    x T ) enhances the reactions. It is now demonstrated to be not the case in the present pyrolysis application. 
E. Effect of the fluid flow properties
Previous results were obtained with the restrictive assumption of ideal behaviour of kerosene under high pressure and high temperature conditions. These operating conditions are not within the range of validity of the ideal gas law. The kerosene enters the cell under supercritical state and the real fluid model must be used (the so-called real gas law). The computation method has been detailed in section II.B. Two test cases with the same inlet fluid conditions (890 K and 3.5 MPa) are conducted with ideal and real gas laws. The effects of the real gas model are found on the heat and mass transfers ( Figure 9) . A lower velocity is encountered at the cell inlet for the real gas model (32 mm.s -1 vs. 38 mm.s -1 for the ideal gas law) (Figure 9a ). This is due to the boundary conditions because the velocity depends on the density for a constant mass flow rate. The ideal gas approach underestimates the density: ≈ 80 kg.m -3 instead of ≈ 94 kg.m -3 for the real fluid law (Figure 9b ). The two models mostly match for 0 mm < x < 15 mm and then they differ slightly again downstream. This is clear on the temperature profile (Figure 9c ). The small difference found on the outlet velocity between the two laws, 12/14 about 1.5 %, may explain the thermal discrepancies (about 2% on the temperature field). This is related to the lower fluid velocity (in the case of real-gas model), which enhances the residence time and decreases the heat transfers from the walls to the fluid. The effect on the pyrolysis rate is quite negligible (Figure 9d) . No significant impact of the properties computation method is found on the pressure distribution.
A useful parameter to evaluate where the real fluid law is more appropriate is the compressibility factor Z. It is defined as the ratio P/RT. Its value is less than unity (≈ 0.86) at the inlet of the porous medium and it increases along the cell (Figure 10 ). It is close to unity downstream to the porous material which explains why the density does not differ so much between both calculations. Figure 10 . Compressibility factor distribution.
The numerical simulation is demonstrated to present important advantages for the reactive permeation studies despite experiments are mandatory to ensure the validity of the computations, where all the microscopic phenomena (heterogeneous reactions, pores size and distribution) cannot be accurately simulated but only fairly modelled.
IV. Conclusion
The numerical investigations of hydrocarbon fuel pyrolysis in porous media are generally found in extremely limited number in the open literature. Most of the related works fall in the ablation topics and wood pyrolysis fields. Experimentally, fuel decomposition is slightly more investigated despite the existing studies remain rare. To enhance the comprehension of such coupled heat and mass transfers with chemical reactions, numerical simulation is of interest to grant access to the residence time distribution, to the flow heterogeneities, to the not uniform permeation profiles and to the thermal and chemical gradients. The present work, conducted within a European collaboration, enables to settle a correct representation of an experimental reactive permeation bench. Numerous numerical points (radiation, multi-component diffusion, fluid properties, fluid velocity in the porous zone and computation way of the chemistry) have been investigated to ensure the validity of the results. Thanks to this simulation development, reactive fluid will be handled with comparison to experiments in order to provide a deeper analysis of these experimental results. A comparison to the one dimensional analytical Forchheimer's equation will enable observing the effect of two dimensional heterogeneous flow profile on the inert fluid permeation. Methane should be later investigated for rocket engines application.
